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In San Francisco also began the now fabulously successful oral presentation of
poetry. For years, in fa from long before the war, there have been more poetry
readings every week in San Francisco than I for one have ever been able to keep
track of.… Poetry is an art of eech, and it can only be helped by its reﬆoration
to immediate conta with a living audience.
Kenneth Rexroth “e New
Poetry,” 
Now [clears throat] I’ll read from my own uh recent poems. A book called In
Defense of the Earth. Both of these books by the way are published by New
Direions. [um] Also this is Kenneth Rexroth reading his own poetry [laughs]
the uh midway in the program.
Kenneth Rexroth “Poetry,”
on   January 

O   ,    Berkeley broadcast Ken-

neth Rexroth reading from his two new books of translations and original
poems:  Poems from the Chinese () and In Defense of the Earth
(). His reading was part of a weekly series that broadcast local poets
reading their own work. e postwar San Francisco literary milieu that
Rexroth indexes in the first epigraph, and the multiple literary circles that
emerged in and traveled through the Bay area in the period, have often
been discussed in terms of their interest in oral performance, speech, jazz,
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and breath-based composition modes, but radio broadcasts are not often
discussed in relation to this orally-engaged scene. Mid-twentieth-century
radio poetry archives in general are difficult to obtain, often buried in
non-catalogued materials or simply lost, but radio readings were part of
the aural environment that characterized literary networks and collectives
such as those forming in postwar San Francisco. , the first station
of the listener-sponsored Pacifica radio network, began broadcasting in
; showcasing literary innovation was part of its mandate (Land ), an
aim that translated into the station hosting local and international writers, airing controversial poems and debates such as over Allen Ginsberg’s
“Howl” in , and supporting Rexroth’s sustained literary and cultural
discussions over the airwaves. In this essay, I posit Rexroth’s  radio
broadcast as integral to his engagement of the poetics he describes above
as oral and immediate and situate the recording of his broadcast in relation
to the cultural contexts and media situation in which it participated.
My interest in investigating Rexroth’s radio reading in relation to its
broadcast context stems from my attempt to articulate a broad-based
methodology for listening to recorded readings. In addition to engaging
strategies of close reading for sound patterns, structures, and audio textual
elements and strategies of “close listening” to vocal markers of performed
poems such as “intonations, pitch, tempos, accents … grain or timbre
of voice” (Bernstein ), my essay is interested in thinking through how
Rexroth’s broadcast poems circulated in the postwar culture of sound and
contribute to an understanding of Rexroth’s poetics of speech. I hear the
recording of Rexroth’s radio reading as part of the fabric of a  day of
broadcasting, part of the radio oeuvre of a popular broadcaster, part of a
sustained critique of oppressive social forms, and part of the articulation
of a poetic community. Radio, and  in particular, participates in the
dynamic presentation of oral poetry central to postwar Bay area literary
scenes. Radio also provides a slightly different presentation and reception
context and media situation than a reading by an embodied voice at a
coffee shop or jazz bar.¹ Recordings of poetry readings can at times seem
disconnected from the cultural contexts and media conditions in which
they have and continue to circulate, especially when one is listening to an
isolated recording of several poems on compact disc fifty years after they
were performed or broadcast. In focusing on one particular radio record e speaker of a radio reading interacts with an audience in a different way than

someone standing in front of a crowd; the interaction of reader and non-studio
audience is mediated and disembodied, and direct audience response to the
reader is delayed.
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ing, I hope to explore how the process of listening to poetry recordings is
enhanced by thinking through the particular set of conditions in which
the recording was produced and by examining some of the media, literary,
political, and cultural resonances of the voiced poems.
Rexroth, of course, was no stranger to the socially and politically
engaged station  or its listeners in . He was present at the Libertarian Circle meeting in which Pacifica network founder Lew Hill proposed the first listener-sponsored  radio station in the United States,
was involved with forming the station in , and was a regular voice on
 for over twenty years.² He promoted readings and work by poets
such as Robert Creeley, Denise Levertov, Gary Snyder, Philip Whalen,
Amiri Baraka, Diane di Prima, and others on radio broadcasts, recorded
interviews with writers and musicians in New York and Europe, and proposed and organized speaker series.³ His primary work for  was a
weekly book review program (“Books”) that aired from  to the early
s, which was described in the station guide for  May to  June 
as a program that “excited considerable controversy among the station’s
listeners” and “rang[ed] in subject from reviews of literature, contemporary and historical, to pungent criticism of our social and civil ills” (
Folio). Rexroth’s incorporation of social critique in the midst of reviewing wide-ranging and multi-generic texts was characteristic of both his
 According to Rexroth, he helped explain Hill’s initial proposal to the Libertarian

Circle, the postwar anarchist discussion group Rexroth helped found (Rexroth,
Excerpts ). In his autobiographical writings, Rexroth articulates Hill’s proposal
for a non-commercial radio station as an acknowledgement that mass media
such as radio were more effective communication media than “street meetings and pamphlets” (). Rexroth’s phrasing here indexes the implicit political
context of Pacifica’s formation; Pacifica historian Jeff Land describes the pacifist
orientation of the network as registered in its articles of incorporation, which
state that the station would seek to “gather and disseminate information on the
causes of conflicts,” to “promote the study of political and economic problems,”
and attempt to “contribute to a lasting understanding between nations and
between the individuals of all nations, races, creeds, and colors” (quoted in
Land ). Pacifica Foundation was established in , and its first radio station
 Berkeley aired its first programs in April . Stations were added in Los
Angeles (, ), New York City (, ), Houston (, ), and
Washington, .. (,
, ). Land reports that from the beginning 

“sounded like nothing else on the airwaves, with its range of political discussion
at the height of the Cold War, its celebration of literary and musical innovation,
and its refusal to adopt tightly scheduled formats” ().
 In , for example, he was involved in planning a series on the theme of the
“Meaning of Freedom,” and in  he helped plan the series “Words and Deeds,”
with proposed topics such as “What’s Wrong with the Communications Industry?” and “Cultural Fragmentation of the Postwar City.”
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public persona and of the radio station’s active involvement in promoting
public discussion of issues such as Civil Rights and youth culture and
its later broadcasts of sit-ins and anti-Vietnam war demonstrations. e
station periodically encountered conflict with federal regulating bodies,
and Rexroth was involved with supporting the continuance of Pacifica
broadcasts, as when he wrote a piece for the San Francisco Examiner in
 protesting potential signal limits proposed by the Federal Communications Commission, arguing that Pacifica radio was “the most important
single cultural force in America, and this includes museums” (Rexroth
Column).⁴ Two “fans” summed up the connection between Rexroth and
 by writing: “Rexroth is Pacifica” (Moreau).
Rexroth was likely interested in recording and broadcasting his voice
because of his interest in writing that represented the spontaneous, direct,
colloquial qualities of the spoken word, as well as his commitment to the
public presentation of this speech and to the public discussion of social
contracts and constructs. Rexroth’s discussion of oral presentation quoted
in my first epigraph states that poetry “is an art of speech.” His poems
from the later s engage a conversational tone that is well-suited to his
description. Rexroth paid close attention to the literary representation of
speaking, and his composition style was rooted in his long working relationship with tape recording and radio broadcasting. For his weekly book
review program, his autobiographical novel, and some essays, Rexroth
composed by speaking directly into the tape recorder. In the preface to
the second edition of his somewhat fictionalized autobiography, he writes
“I have spent my life striving to write the way I talk” ((An Autobiographical
x). He “talked” his autobiography, he writes, and then had the tapes transcribed, in order to “preserve the spontaneous, oral character of the style
and the direct simplicity of the narrative … something of the character
of speech” (x). Describing the process of recording his autobiographical
work to his publisher James Laughlin, Rexroth notes that he does all his
own editing in order to ensure the “free colloquial rhythm and the offhand,
simplistic narrative” (Selected ).
In listening to recordings of Rexroth’s broadcasts in light of his oral
poetics, we might ask: What kind of speech did he represent in his texts,
and how did he produce the effects of immediacy and directness that he
 Poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti also characterizes the influence of  on mid-

century Bay Area writers and cultural workers by writing that “ was really
a focal point for a lot of the underground.… When I arrived [in San Francisco]
in , it was in full force. It was the center of the intellectual community right
up on through the early sixties” (quoted in Armstrong ).
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valued? I will discuss Rexroth’s January  poetry reading later in this
essay but first want to describe Rexroth’s voice as a way to think through
questions of the mechanics of representing spontaneous speech and
to contextualize part of the reception context in which his  reading would have been heard by regular  listeners. While Rexroth’s
programs were among the most popular of all on 
’s roster, his vocal
style on his “Books” program also provoked critique. Such reaction can be
demonstrated in two separate listener response letters. One letter dated
 November  objects to the “long pauses, where the thread of his
remarks is in danger of being lost,” the “throaty delivery” which “sounds
rather as if he were politely restraining a burp,” and the “constant ahhhhhs.” e author of the letter notes that Rexroth has much of value to say,
but “practically everyone, in [his] experience, finds him hard to listen to,”
remarking that he’s sure Rexroth “knows this quite well and possibly rather
likes being so” (Sills).⁵ A second letter, not dated but likely also from ,
expresses delight in Rexroth’s delivery; two listeners write: “Keep Rexroth
just as he is. He can cough, belch, expel air in anyway [sic] he chooses and
we shall applaud. We love those motor cars that zoom through the room
too” (Moreau).
e aural descriptions in these two responses give a sense of the
sonic environment generated by Rexroth’s tape recording of his talks and
indicate the vocal signature, as registered by these listeners. ey depict
non-lexical (and, in the case of the motor cars, non-vocal) sounds and
pauses that interrupt fluid, standard speech. While Rexroth may not have
intended coughs and other sounds to be a part of the listening experience,
he did not go to lengths to edit these instances from the tapes that were
broadcast. He may have felt that such non-lexical markers contributed to
the production of precisely the colloquial, immediate speech he aimed
for.
In the recording for Rexroth’s  January   broadcast, Rexroth
maintains the tone and style of speaking—both colloquial and oratorical
—he engages in his “Books” broadcasts, indicating the way in which he
understood the voicing of poetry to be akin to voicing discursive speech.
ere are no intrusive non-lexical sounds or extraordinary pauses such
as the ones described by listeners of the “Books” program, but Rexroth’s
off-the-cuff speech between poems contributes to the spoken fabric. e
 Interestingly, he notes that when he reads Rexroth’s essays, he finds him “readable, persuasive, impressive”; it is Rexroth’s radio delivery style that is a problem
for the listener (Sills).
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“He can cough,
belch, expel
air in anyway
[sic] he chooses
and we shall
applaud. We
love those
motor cars that
zoom through
the room too.”

second epigraph above is my transcription of Rexroth’s mid-reading
message; the non-lexical sounds, pauses, and brief laughter interspersed
throughout this announcement (his statement “is is Kenneth Rexroth
reading his own poetry,” meant to cue listeners who had recently tuned
in to who was speaking) signal spontaneous speech. As such, the spoken
interlude between poems participates in the oral presentation that Rexroth
characterizes as generating “immediate contact.” is contextualizing
statement, recorded with the poems in the week before the broadcast, is
one example of a spontaneous interjection that helps set the tone for the
spoken poems.
Rexroth’s mid-reading check-in with his audience in the broadcast
indicates a transition from reading a group of translations to reading
poems from In Defense of the Earth. Rexroth read from several series
in the book, including poems from “Seven Poems for Marthe My Wife,”
“e Lights in the Sky are Stars,” “A Bestiary / for my daughters, Mary and
Katherine,” and “Mother Goose,” as well as “Xmas Coming.” Poems in In
Defense range from reflective observations of natural scenes to love poems
to folk-inspired socially critical sequences to memory-based narratives and
memorials. Many poems engage in personal address, from dedications to
his wife and advice for his daughters to the use of a more accusatory “you”
to advance social critique about the threat institutionalized and commercial structures pose to individuals and communities. Under the guise
of poems dedicated to his daughters describing animals, humans, and
“Uncle Sam” in the series “A Bestiary,” and in poems describing sightings
of stars, eclipses, and constellations with his daughters in “e Lights in
the Sky are Stars,” Rexroth makes some of his most potent comments on
contemporary socio-economic and political conditions.
“e Great Nebula of Andromeda,” one of the poems Rexroth read for
his January  broadcast from the series “e Lights in the Sky are Stars,”
depicts a simple back-country narrative in plain language ( track ). By
opening with the active phrase “We get into camp after / Dark,” the poem
immediately sets up a scene and a mode of description that produces the
sense that we are entering a story that is already in the midst of being
told. e poem describes a family camping trip “high on an open ridge /
Looking over five thousand / Feet of mountains and mile / Beyond mile
of valley and sea” where a lantern, stars, and waxing moon all cast light
on a macaroni dinner eaten before sleep (In Defense ). A conversational,
descriptive tone telescoping observations shifts in the last half into a
reflection on potential threats to the future of a young daughter figure.
Rexroth’s poem employs syntactically standard, sentence-based lines that
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in their storytelling mode invoke the spoken word he was interested in
achieving in text.
In Rexroth’s reading of “e Great Nebula” for radio broadcast, his
delivery style proceeds in continuous phrases. As in many of the poems
read on the recording, Rexroth keeps a relatively fast pace; the thirty-oneline poem clocks in at one minute, three seconds. e lines of “e Great
Nebula” are organized around a roughly seven-syllable count, Rexroth’s
characteristic form from the later s, though the voiced rendition rarely
registers the breaks generated by syllabic schema. Rexroth generally only
pauses for breath at the end of a line when the line break coincides with
the end of a sentence.⁶ e carrying over of most enjambed lines, and
commas and periods that are embedded in lines, contributes to the sense
of continuous pacing in the poem. For example, he voices the two lines
e night is windy and clear. e moon is three days
Short of full ()
in one continuous phrase without breath separating sentence or line. He
emphasizes and lengthens the “e” sound of “clear” and the “oo” of “moon,”
voicing the “r” and “th” of the adjoining “clear” and “e” lightly and without pause. He connects “days” to “short” over the line break with a single
“s” sound. Rexroth’s delivery style rolls onward, providing an example of
performed speech that is not accounted for by the listeners (cited above)
of his “Books” program or by the impromptu mid-reading statement (broken by spontaneous pauses) that precedes his poems from In Defense in
the broadcast.
Rexroth’s well-paced delivery is somewhat contrasted by his style of
held vowels; by extending the duration of vowel sounds, he produces an
oratorical tone in some phrases. Such a tone is consistent with Rexroth’s
speaking voice at least for public contexts, as when discussing or introducing poems on other broadcast recordings. His pronunciation of the “ar”
combination throughout “e Great Nebula,” as in the phrase “star-filled
dark,” and in recurrences of the words “dark,” “stars,” and “far,” lingers on
the “ar” sound.⁷
 Until the end of the poem, he only pauses twice for breath at the end of an
unpunctuated line. is occurs when the sentence runs more than four lines;
he pauses for breath after the words “mile” in line four and “amoeba” in line
twenty-seven.
 In the international phonetic alphabet, this sound is represented by the a:
symbol.
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Such emphasis

e duration and repetition of this “ar” sound throughout the poem
emphasizes this assonant thread. e final eleven lines of “e Great
Nebula of Andromeda” repeat the word “far” twice and extend its sound
into the penultimate line’s warning. ey read:

forms an

If you are lucky and the
Nations let you, you will live
Far into the twenty-first
Century. I pick up the glass
And watch the Great Nebula
Of Andromeda swim like
A phosphorescent amoeba
Slowly around the Pole. Far
Away in distant cities
Fat-hearted men are planning
To murder you while you sleep. ()

analogy
between the
proximity of the
“far” stars (as
seen through
the telescope)
and the
potential for a
real,
proximate threat
by the “far” men
in distant
cities (as seen
in a moment of
critical
reflection).

is closing address of the poem employs repeated sound combinations.
For instance, the “l” sound alternates with the diphthong “you” in its first
two lines: if “you are lucky,” if they “let you,” “you will live.” However, the
twice-repeated word “far,” with its sound fractured and echoing in the
adjective “fat-hearted,” resonates more clearly on the recording of the
radio broadcast because of Rexroth’s vocal emphasis. Such emphasis forms
an analogy between the proximity of the “far” stars (as seen through the
telescope) and the potential for a real, proximate threat by the “far” men
in distant cities (as seen in a moment of critical reflection). Prompted by
the sight of starlight which has traveled great distances, the lines spatialize
time (that is, the daughter figure might live “far” into the next century)
to articulate how such a future is threatened by those now-distant ones
planning to cause harm.
Rexroth’s reading of the closing lines of “e Great Nebula of Andromeda” contrasts with the fast-paced, carried-over delivery enacted in most of
the poem: he especially pauses at the end, after each of the last three lines,
after the words “cities” and “planning,” slowing the poem slightly. ese
closing lines, almost perfectly broken into seven syllables each, function
as a score in the manner of the Black Mountain-style breath-based poetic
line of Robert Duncan or Charles Olson. By punctuating with breath the
penultimate two lines, Rexroth signals a shift that prepares for the final
line. He speaks the last line that warns of murderous men with a slightly
lower pitch and volume than he does the rest of the poem, accenting the
words “murder” and “sleep.” is final articulation of threat, set apart by
 | Houglum

breath and lower pitch and volume, strikes a more fearful and menacing
tone than the rest of the poem—it is a far cry from the intimate camping
scene set up in the first part of the poem, with stars that “cluster / Around
our table like fireflies” ().
To listen to “e Great Nebula of Andromeda” together with Rexroth’s
other poems from In Defense of the Earth is to hear it speaking to the cultural contexts of the aftermath of war, the deaths of writers and activists,
postwar McCarthy-era surveillance, and what Rexroth discussed in essays,
radio programs, and poetry as a commercialized, rigid, dangerous political
and social system. e form of the personal address that Rexroth employs
in the final lines of “e Great Nebula of Andromeda” resonates with
other poems of his from this period that similarly respond to intolerable
systems of social oppression. e threat articulated in “e Great Nebula”
surfaces in the fifth poem in “e Lights in the Sky” series, “A Sword in
a Cloud of Light,”⁸ which contrasts the neon signs of commercial culture
and their “Messages of avarice, / Joy, fear, hygiene” with the site of the
constellation Orion, advising his daughter to never trade such sights as
the constellation “For the blood-drenched civilized / Abstractions of the
rascals / who live by killing you and me” (In Defense ).⁹ While in “e
 A recording of Rexroth reading “A Sword in a Cloud of Light” appears on the 

e Spoken Arts Treasury of  Modern American Poets, vol. , edited by Paul
Kresh and produced by Luce Klein.
 Rexroth reiterates these warnings in the series “A Bestiary / for my daughters,
Mary and Katherine”; he read several of these poems on his January 
broadcast, including “Deer”:
Deer are gentle and graceful
And they have beautiful eyes.
ey hurt no one but themselves,
e males, and only for love.
Men have invented several
ousand ways of killing them.” ()
is narrative and observational format exhibited in many poems in In Defense
of the Earth—describing a set of events or particular scene (urban or backcountry) and then punctuating that scene with a comment on contemporary social
structures as threatening—occurs in other poems in the book as well, such
as “e American Century,” which opens by describing blackbirds whistling
in green willow trees and his daughter trying to catch frogs and learning the
names of flowers and clover. It ends: “Overhead in the deep sky / Of May Day
jet bombers caught long / white splashes of smoke. e blackbird / sings and
the baby laughs, midway / In the century of horror” (). It is beyond the space
constraints of this essay to fully discuss all of the resonances between these
and other poems.
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Lights in the Sky” series, the personal “you” is used to indicate speech
and warnings to a daughter figure (while addressing a larger reading and
listening public), in a major poem in In Defense, “ou Shalt Not Kill,”¹⁰
the “you” is used to address and critique a portion of the public depicted
as part of an official and oppressive culture: those who kill “[t]hrough the
proper channels” (). Beginning with the line “ey are murdering all
the young men” () and moving to the accusatory “You killed him!” (),
“ou Shalt Not Kill” employs anaphora throughout four sections to reiterate the dangers of contemporary social hierarchies and falsities. A memorial for Dylan omas, the poem situates omas’s death in the context
of a cultural war, and poems such as “e Great Nebula of Andromeda”
also signal this refrain.
Rexroth’s poetry reading on —and his extensive broadcasting on
the station—was part of the political and cultural context in which he
developed his poetics of personal address. e capacity of radio broadcasts
to transmit speech directly to individual listeners was attractive to Rexroth;
such a process of transmission is aligned with Rexroth’s idea that “actual
poetry” is “the living speech of person to person” (Bird ). In his poetry, as
in his broadcasts and speeches, Rexroth conceived of and invoked speech
that issued from a single speaker to an individual listener. ese poetics
were rooted in both political and literary imperatives as Rexroth and other
poets wrote against both the s militaristic and McCarthyist Cold War
culture and New Critical poetics that institutionalized both modernism
and formalist poetic methods. Writing on mid-century poetics, literary
critic Michael Davidson notes how writers such as Rexroth viewed “the
creation of a new personalist, oral style of poetry as part of a larger cultural
upheaval” (Davidson ). Rexroth’s and other poets’ participation in the
emerging orality of postwar poetry was rooted in political and cultural
orientations to liberatory and dialogic modes. Radio broadcasting served
as a productive site for Rexroth to test and imagine the possibilities for
direct, intimate, interpersonal communication that might intervene in
what he would characterize as a brutal, over-sanitized, consumerist cultural moment.
Rexroth’s sustained work with various media in the oral presentation of
poetry is integral to his poetics of immediate speech. For example, he both
 “ou Shalt Not Kill” circulated in many contexts: it was published as a pamphlet by Goad Press in  and in book form in  and was set to jazz music
and performed at the Cellar club by Rexroth in spring . “ou Shalt Not
Kill” has been cited as influential to Allen Ginsberg’s composition of the poem
“Howl,” though both poets deny the direct influence.
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published and performed “ou Shalt Not Kill”; Fantasy Records published
an  of Rexroth reading the poem to jazz music and a live audience in
spring , and  broadcast this record in the fall. His involvement
with recording and radio broadcasting, I would suggest, helps shape the
terms by which he constructs and disseminates texts. He writes, as I quote
in this essay’s first epigraph, that poems are helped by their “immediate
contact with a living audience” (emphasis added). I find his word choice
significant, as speaking to a living audience rather than necessarily a live
one takes the emphasis away from the necessity of physical presence in
oral delivery. Rexroth appreciated and enlisted the capacity of recordings
and radio broadcasts to register the human voice through processes of
speech to tape, tape to broadcast. What Rexroth discusses as immediacy
contributes to his attempt to write poems in the manner of direct speech
and to his attempts to speak to contemporary audiences about current
cultural issues. When Rexroth was invited to read for the  local poets’
series on  January , station manager Eleanor McKinney wrote to
him that she’d “wanted for a long time to have a really good recording of
[him] reading [his] work, for broadcast and for historical record” (McKinney). e recording of this and of other broadcasts documents Rexroth’s
participation in innovative oral practice and his contributions to a midtwentieth century and ongoing public, cultural forum.

What Rexroth
discusses as
immediacy
contributes to
his attempt to
write poems in
the
manner of direct
speech and to
his attempts
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